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Abstract
In this paper we discuss how Walenty is
using PLWORDNET to represent semantic
information. We decided to use PLWORD-
NET lexical units and synsets to describe
both the predicate meaning and the seman-
tic fields of its arguments. The original de-
sign decision required some further refine-
ment caused by the structure of PLWORD-
NET and complex relations between argu-
ments.

1 Introduction
Walenty, a comprehensive valency dictionary of
Polish developed at the Institute of Computer Sci-
ence, Polish Academy of Sciences (ICS PAS), is
created to a large degree as a part of CLARIN-PL
(Przepiórkowski et al., 2014a; Przepiórkowski et
al., 2014b).1 It was meant to be used both by com-
puter programs (e.g. it is employed by two parsers
of Polish, POLFIE2 (Patejuk and Przepiórkowski,
2012) and Świgra3 (Woliński, 2004)) and by lin-
guists.

The dictionary comprises above 18,000 entries
(with over 101,000 schemata and 31,000 frames),
including 13,000 verbs, 4,000 nouns, 950 adjec-
tives and 200 adverbs. Therefore, nonverbal en-
tries form 28% of the lexicon.

Walenty is composed of two main layers:
syntactic and semantic. The syntactic layer
was described in (Przepiórkowski et al., 2014c;
Przepiórkowski et al., 2014a; Hajnicz et al.,
2016b), whereas (Przepiórkowski et al., 2014b)
focuses on its phraseological component. On the
other hand, the semantic layer was sketched in
(Hajnicz et al., 2016a).

The semantic layer of Walenty is strictly con-
nected with PLWORDNET (Piasecki et al., 2009;
Piasecki et al., 2016), one of two Polish wordnets.4

1http://www.clarin-pl.eu/en/
2http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/LFG
3http://zil.ipipan.waw.pl/%C5%9Awigra
4The other one is PolNet (Vetulani et al., 2009; Vetulani,

2014; Vetulani and Kochanowski, 2014) developed at Adam
Mickieiwcz University by Zygmunt Vetulani Group.

PLWORDNET describes the meaning of a lexical
unit by placing this unit in a network of relations
(such as synonymy, hypernymy, meronymy, etc.).

In this paper we want to focus on how semantic
layer of Walenty was influenced by PLWORDNET
and its structure.

2 Related works
There exist valency dictionaries connecting syn-
tactic and semantic information about predi-
cates and their arguments. The most famous is
FrameNet5(Fillmore et al., 2003; Ruppenhofer et
al., 2006) based on a theory called Frame Seman-
tics (Fillmore, 1976; Fillmore and Baker, 2001).
It is organised around the notion of a semantic
frame representing a situation. A semantic frame
is evoked by lexical units representing correspond-
ing meanings of words (not only verbs). Frames
are lists of semantic roles called frame elements
(FEs).

FrameNet contains about 800 hierarchically or-
ganised frames evoked by 10 000 lexical units.
Frames are organised in a hierarchy which relates
lexical units evoking them. Apart from a hierar-
chy, frames are organised into scenarios. Never-
theless, FrameNet lexical units are not related to a
wordnet (in particular, Princeton WordNet, (Fell-
baum, 1998; Miller and Fellbaum, 2007)) and cre-
ate independent structure6.

Another important valency dictionary is Verb-
Net7 (Kipper-Schuler, 2005) based on the classifi-
cation of verbs by Levin (1993). Each verb class
in VerbNet is completely described by semantic
roles, selectional restrictions on the arguments,
and frames consisting of a syntactic description
and semantic predicates with a temporal function.
VerbNet describes about 5250 senses of 3800 verb
lemmas. Each verbal sense in VerbNet may refer
to a set of Wordnet senses that captured the mean-
ing appropriate to the corresponding Levin’s class

5https://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/
fndrupal/

6There were several attempts to relate the resources, cf.
(Cao et al., 2010).

7https://verbs.colorado.edu/~mpalmer/
projects/verbnet.html



obléci1pf / oblékat1impf / obléknout1pf /
ustroit1pf / stroit1impf

=canbepassive yes
=class dress-41.1.1

1 obléci:1/oblékat:1/obléknout:1
-frame: AG<person:1>obl

kdo1 VERB
PAT<person:1>obl

komu3

ART<garment:1>obl
co4

-synonym: ustroit:1/stroit:1
-use: prim
-refl: obj_dat

2 obléci:1/oblékat:1/obléknout:1/
ustroit:1/stroit:1
-frame: AG<person:1>obl

kdo1 VERB
PAT<person:1>obl

koho4

ART<garment:1>obl
do čeho2

-synonym:
-use: prim
-refl: obj_ak

Figure 1: An exemplary entry of VerbaLex va-
lency dictionary

(Dang et al., 1998; Kipper et al., 2000). More-
over, selectional restrictions are based on seman-
tic categories labelling WordNet files. The syntac-
tic valency information is represented by means of
LTAG trees.

There exist several Czech valency dictionar-
ies. Two of them, VALLEX (Lopatková et al.,
2003; Žabokrtský and Lopatková, 2007) and
PDT-VALLEX (Hajič et al., 2003; Urešová, 2009),
are based on Functional Generative Description
(Sgall et al., 1986). Despite common origins those
dictionaries have been developed independently,
following different approaches. While the first
one tries to encompass all frames for a given lex-
eme, the latter is connected with Prague Depen-
dency Treebank and has only those frames that
were encountered in the corpus. In both dictio-
naries frames representing semantics are syntax
driven, with multiple syntactic realisations of a
single word meaning creating multiple (often dif-
ferent) frames. Nonetheless, frames are not con-
nected to any wordnet.

A third one, VerbaLex (Hlaváčková and Horák,
2006) is connected with the Czech WordNet (Pala
and Smrž, 2004; Rmbousek et al., 2017). Va-
lency frames are connected with whole synsets,
not particular lexical units. The semantic char-
acteristic of arguments has two level representa-
tion and consists of a set of semantic roles in-
cluding 40 elements from EuroWordNet top on-
tology (Vossen, 1998) and more precise seman-
tic types including specific literals (lexical units)
from the set of Princeton WordNet Base Concepts
with relevant sense numbers. Semantic types cor-
respond to selectional restrictions/preferences. On

the other hand, the frames are connected to Levin’s
classes and hence with VerbNet.

Figure 1 presents an exemplary entry of Ver-
baLex. A frame corresponds to a synset contain-
ing five lexical units, but only three of them can
be used in 1 as other two do not follow the same
syntax.

There exist some Polish valency dictionaries as
well. The most important are (Polański, 1980
1992; Świdziński, 1994). Only the first one in-
cludes semantic information, i.e. abstract selec-
tional restrictions (cf. Figure 2, e.g. NP1

A has
to have ‘Anim’ property, while NP2

A has to have
‘Abstr’ property). A corpus-based dictionary in-
cluding some purely syntactic valency information
is (Bańko, 2000).

LUBIĆ

NPN −


NP1

A +

({
za ∩ NP2

A

za ∩ TsA, że ∩ S

})
NP3

A

żeby ∩ S
IP


NPN −→ [+Hum]

NP1
A −→ [+Anim]

NP2
A −→ [+Abstr]

NP3
A −→

[
−Abstr
−Anim

]
[+Abstr]

Figure 2: Exemplary entry for the verb LUBIĆ

‘like’ in Polański’s valency dictionary

3 Basic information about the dictionary

The representation language of Walenty is in gen-
eral universal w.r.t. parts of speech. Each lex-
ical entry is identified by its lemma (e.g. verb
GNIEWAĆ ‘irritate’ noun GNIEW ‘anger’, ‘irrita-
tion’ or adjective GNIEWNY ‘angry’, ‘irritated’).

On the syntactic level, each entry is divided into
subentries according to its grammatical proper-
ties. Reflexive mark, aspect (both only for verbs),
predicativity (only for adjectives and adverbs) and
negativity are taken into account. For instance,
the entry GNIEW has exactly one subentry gniew
(, ,), whereas GNIEWAĆ has two subentries gniewać
(_, , imperf) and gniewać się (_, , imperf).

Each subentry may have any number of syntac-
tic valency schemata8 assigned, each being a set of
syntactic positions. A syntactic position is a set of
phrase types – if two morphosyntactically differ-
ent phrases may occur coordinated, they are taken
to be different realisations of the same position
(Szupryczyńska, 1996). Labels are used to dis-
tinguish special argument positions – subject and
object (if they occur). In Walenty we decided that

8We use a term schema for the syntactic level representa-
tion and a term frame for the semantic level representation.



subject and object syntactic positions9 are marked
only for verbs. However, there exist theories, e.g.
generative ones, in which nouns, at least some of
them (derived nominals), have (deep) subjects and
objects (Chomsky, 1970). The required informa-
tion can be inferred from dependencies between
derivationally connected entries as both syntactic
positions represent the same argument, cf. section
6. Additional label head was introduced in order
to represent a non-local control dependency be-
tween the head of an adjective and its infinitival
argument (e.g. Szukają kompozytorów gotowych
tworzyć z nimi nowoczesny teatr. ‘[They] are look-
ing for composers [who are] ready to create a mod-
ern theater with them.’). This matter, similarly as
other issues specific for syntax of nonverbal pred-
icates, goes beyond the scope of this article.

4 Semantic layer

The semantic layer is composed of semantic
frames. Each frame is a set of semantic argu-
ments represented as pairs 〈semantic role, selec-
tional preferences〉. The set of semantic roles is
presented in Figure 3 – they have colours assigned
to them in a fixed way. More information about
semantic roles in Walenty is included in (Hajnicz
et al., 2016a). We assume that there cannot be
two identical frames for a single entry, as other-
wise there would be no way to distinguish between
their meanings. This requirement does not con-
cern frames identified by multi-word lemmas if
they correspond to a different meaning.

Figure 3: Table of Walenty’s roles

9Representation of subject and object in Walenty was de-
scribed in (Przepiórkowski et al., 2014a).

4.1 Identification of the meaning
Each frame is connected to the meaning of a predi-
cate. Those meanings are identified by PLWORD-
NET lexical units (LUs). We use PLWORDNET
version 2.1, as it was the current version at the
moment we started works on the semantic layer
of Walenty.

Contrary to VerbaLex, Walenty frames are as-
signed to predicate lemmas, not to synsets. There-
fore, synonyms are not related within the dictio-
nary. This approach prevents us from overlook-
ing some subtle differences between frames con-
cerning selectional preferences or even presence
of a particular argument (e.g. Instrument ). The
technical matter concerning potential side-effects
of changes in PLWORDNET are also important.

Nevertheless, it is possible for multiple LUs to
correspond to the same frame. There are three
main reasons for that to happen:

1. Lexical units are derivationally connected.
This includes:

• reflexive and non-reflexive verbs, pro-
vided that they represent the same
meaning (diathesis alternations, e.g.
GNIEWAĆ ‘to irritate’ and GNIEWAĆ SIĘ
‘to be angry’),
• noun and adjective derivatives of verbs

(e.g. DBAĆ ‘to care’, DBAŁOŚĆ ‘a care’,
DBAŁY ‘careful’ and NIEDBAŁY ‘care-
less’).

2. A single word describing different aspects of
situation (e.g. POŻYCZAĆ can mean either ‘to
borrow’ or ‘to lend’ depending on syntactic
structure being a convers of itself).

3. Despite having different hypernyms, a lexi-
cal unit cannot be distinguished by seman-
tic frame only (e.g. KOMENTOWAĆ ‘to com-
ment’ has two lexical units in PLWORDNET–
the first with hypernym KRYTYKOWAĆ ‘to
criticise’ and the other with hypernym IN-
TERPRETOWAĆ ‘to interpret’– both taking
same types of arguments, but being used in
different larger contexts).

On the other hand, some lexical units may be
absent in PLWORDNET. In such cases new LUs
are added, indicated by capital letters instead of
numbers following the lemma of an LU (word-
net standard), in order to differentiate them from
the original wordnet LUs. Such new LUs are pro-
vided with glosses10 as well as potential location
in PLWORDNET structure. For instance, mleć-A
lit. ‘mill’ from Figure 5 should be a hyponym of
kręcić-4 ‘rotate’. This will facilitate including them
by PLWORDNET developers.

10Original PLWORDNET LUs may have glosses in Wa-
lenty as well.



4.2 Selectional preferences
Arguments, identified by semantic roles, are
provided with selectional preferences (Katz and
Fodor, 1964; Resnik, 1993). Unlike some other
dictionaries, we do not use a fixed set of qual-
ifiers, like abstract/concrete, solid/liquid/gaseous
etc. We want to be much more precise, hence we
use PLWORDNET synsets (represented by LUs)
and relations to represent selectional preferences.
Therefore, it is dogs that generally BARK, we tend
to DRINK beverages (not all liquids), and we pre-
fer to use bandages to BANDAGE (not every cloth).

The selectional preferences are represented as a
list of elements of the following four types (ele-
ments of different types can cooccur in the same
list):

1. a PLWORDNET synset,

2. a predefined set of synsets,

3. a PLWORDNET relation to another argument,

4. a PLWORDNET relation to another synset.
The most basic way to represent selectional

preferences is a direct use of PLWORDNET
synsets. For instance, the frame of the verb BAN-
DAŻOWAĆ ‘bandage’ with a strictly constrained
meaning is presented in Fig. 4: istota ludzka-1 ‘hu-
man being’ bandages część ciała-1 ‘body part’ of
stworzenie-5 ‘creature’ by means of bandaż-1 ‘ban-
dage’. Contrary to VerbaLex, we use selectional
preferences form a Polish wordnet, not an English
one. As a consequence, no interlingual relations
are required to check whether selectional prefer-
ences are satisfied in a particular sentence. How-
ever, the rich structure of PLWORDNET disallow
us to use only hyponymy relation in this respect.

Figure 4: A frame for the verb BANDAŻOWAĆ

with PLWORDNET selectional preferences only

In many situations, groups of PLWORDNET
synsets commonly occur together in a single se-
lectional preference. For example, both foods and
drinks can be tasted or pasteurised. Similarly,
both people and organisations/companies can buy,
sell or store goods. What is more, people can
speak about anything – objects, abstracts and sit-
uations. As such semantically connected concepts
may be composed of many unrelated PLWORD-
NET synsets, we decided to add symbols repre-
senting such common combinations.

Table 1 lists all the predefined selectional pref-
erences. The first column contains their labels,
the second column contains their English meaning
whereas the third column contains lists of corre-
sponding PLWORDNET LUs. Such organisation
of information simplifies the work of lexicogra-
phers elaborating Walenty, decreases its sensitiv-
ity to changes in PLWORDNET and increases the
readability of the dictionary, the more so as such
lists can be really long. What is most important,
we can modify these lists without bothering of re-
vising all corresponding entries. This feature has
a positive impact on the cohesion of the resource.

Complicated structure of PLWORDNET (caused
by specifics of Polish language) made us also in-
troduce PLWORDNET relations to another synset
as a way of representing selectional preferences.
For instance, an Instrument for PISAĆ ‘write’
could be a pen, a ballpen, a pencil etc. However,
in PLWORDNET their direct hypernym is artykuł
papierniczy-1 ‘writing materials’ which is evidently
too wide (as it includes, e.g. ‘notebook’). They are
correctly joined by the holonymy (collection) relation
to przybory do pisania-1 ‘writing implements’, as
this term is used in Polish only in plural. This
representation is equivalent to listing directly all
relevant synsets, bu less sensitive to changes in
PLWORDNET.

For some predicates, arguments considered sep-
arately represent a wide class of entities, but actu-
ally they are closely related to each other. For in-
stance, one meaning of MLEĆ ‘mill’ concerns ob-
jects moving their parts through some substance.
For example, windmill can mill air with its sails,
while water wheel can mill water with its blades
(but not with sails as it has none). Classic selec-
tional preferences tell us nothing about what can
be used by those objects for milling, but we can
clearly see that they have to have to be internal
parts of original object. Therefore, we introduced
selectional preferences determined by means of
relations to another argument. Meronymy seems
to be a appropriate relation here, cf. Figure 5.

Figure 5: Selectional preferences based on rela-
tions between arguments for the verb MLEĆ

5 Connecting both layers
In Walenty, syntactic and semantic valency infor-
mation are represented separately. Nevertheless,



they are closely connected, but this relation is a
many-to-many one. On one hand, one semantic
frame can be syntactically implemented by several
schemata (diathesis alternation). On the other, one
schema can be used in several frames. Relating
a frame and a schema we directly link semantic
arguments with corresponding syntactic positions.
Let us consider the verb GNIEWAĆ SIĘ ‘be angry’
/ GNIEWAĆ ‘irritate’. The corresponding frame to-
gether with some schemata being its realisations
are presented in Figure 6.

This is yet another difference between Walenty
and VerbaLex. Two VerbaLex frames presented
in Figure 1 differ only in the syntactic realisations
of arguments. Nevertheless, the joint representa-
tion forces duplication of all information – syntac-
tic and semantic. Moreover, lexical units involved
in both syntactic realisations are connected with
both frames, whereas in Walenty a lexical unit can
label only one frame. For example, one Walenty
frame in Figure 6 is connected to 9 verb schemata.

6 Common frames

Representation of verbs, nouns and adjectives
does not differ on semantic level. What is impor-
tant, derivationally connected entries of different
PoSes are attached to the same frames. This is im-
portant for a correct interpretation of paraphrase.
For historical reasons, this does not concern as-
pectual pairs.

It is worth noting that VerbNet and VerbaLex
are focused solely on verbs, whereas FrameNet
and PDT-VALLEX concern nouns and adjectives
as well.

Let us consider the noun GNIEW ‘anger’ deriva-
tionally connected with the verb GNIEWAĆ SIĘ
‘be angry’, cf. Figure 7 (4 out of 15 schemata
are visualised on the figure). Please note that the
frame presented in Figures 6 and 7 is connected
with the six PLWORDNET lexical units: gniewny-1,
gniewać-1, gniewać się-1, gniewać się-2, gniew-1 and
gniew-2. This means that the frame is shared by
three entries: GNIEWAĆ, GNIEW and GNIEWNY,
and units representing the meaning of the current
entry is written in bold.

7 Lexical units with multi-word lemmas

Walenty has a rich phraseological component
(Przepiórkowski et al., 2014b). Hajnicz et al.
(2016a) considers the simpler case when a lexi-
calised dependant does not change the meaning of
a predicate and represents a fixed form of an ar-
gument (or a modifier). However, the more in-
teresting case is when an idiomatic construction
changes the meaning of the predicate, and its lexi-
calised dependant semantically is not an argument.

PLWORDNET contains lexical units having
multi-word lemmas, and we decided to adapt this
approach in Walenty. The semantic frame for the
idiom kraść całusa ‘steal a kiss’ is presented in
Figure 8. The fact that the frame is linked to an id-
iom is marked with a white rectangle with Lemma
inside; a lexicalised dependant is marked white as
well. Such phraseology appears for nonverbal en-
tries as well11. We have chosen an idiom having
both verbal and nominal realisation, which is not
a typical case.

LUs identifying such idioms have multi-word
lemmas composed of a lemma of the main pred-
icate (here: the verb KRAŚĆ ‘steel’) and its syn-
tactically dependant part (here: the noun CAŁUS
‘kiss’ in accusative) in a syntactically coherent
way, see Figure 8. The structure of such a lemma
could be more complicated, e.g. płakać nad ro-
zlanym mlekiem ‘cry over spilt milk’, cf. 9. Sim-
ilarly as in the general case, such lemma can be
present in PLWORDNET or added in Walenty.

8 Conclusions and future works
This article describes the relations between two
Polish language resources PLWORDNET and Wa-
lenty valency dictionary. The relations appear on
two levels. First, PLWORDNET lexical units are
connected to each semantic valency frame as their
meaning identifiers. In particular, this concerns
LUs with multi-word lemmas. Moreover, synsets
(represented by LUs) are used to represent selec-
tion preferences of arguments.

Walenty is based on PLWORDNET version 2.1.
Therefore, one of the main future tasks is to update
the connection to the current version of PLWORD-
NET. This will be a very complicated task due
to the fact that the changes in PLWORDNET are
deep, which sometimes may cause a shift of the
meaning of a particular LU. We plan to apply
mappings between LUs from the source and the
target PLWORDNET versions and estimate their
reliability comparing their neighbourhood in the
net. The special attention should be paid to to the
LUs deleted from the PLWORDNET. On the other
hand, we plan to automatically check, for all LUs
added by Walenty developers, whether there exist
relevant new PlWordNet units. The operation will
be based on the synonymy/hypernymy relations.
The whole procedure aims at maximal limitation
of manual work.

In further future we want to connect semanti-
cally related frames of different entries in a hierar-
chical structure similar to hypernymy. This may
involve unification of frames into a FrameNet-like
hierarchy with inheritance. We are also interested
in enriching the semantic layer with other seman-
tic relations like presupposition or causation. The
(morpho)syntactic level will not be influenced by
these changes.

11However, most of nominal or adjectival idioms are fixed
and do not open any valency positions. Such idioms are not
considered in Walenty.



Table 1: List of predefined selectional preferences
ALL
LUDZIE PEOPLE 〈osoba-1, grupa ludzi-1〉
ISTOTY CREATURES 〈istota żywa-1, grupa istot-1〉
PODMIOTY FIRMS 〈LUDZIE, podmiot-3, media-2〉
WYTWÓR ARTEFACT 〈rzecz-4, wytwór-1, element-3, zbiór rzeczy-1〉
JADŁO FOOD 〈pokarm-1, napój-1〉
DOBRA ESTATE 〈JADŁO, mienie-1, przedmiot-1, wytwór-1, zbiór rzeczy-1〉
KOMUNIKAT COMMUNICATION 〈informacja-1, wypowiedź-1〉
KONCEPCJA IDEAS 〈informacja-1, wytwór umysłu-1, dzieło-2, dyscyplina-2, treść-1, zależność-3, model-1,

rzecz-2, tematyka-1, struktura-2, wiedza-1, zwyczaj-1, prawo-3〉
POŁOŻENIE LOCATION 〈miejsce-1, przestrzeń-1, obiekt-2〉
MIEJSCE PLACE 〈lokal-1, budowla-1, rejon-1, obszar-1, państwo-1, jednostka administracyjna-1, woda-4〉
OTOCZENIE SURROUNDINGS 〈powierzchnia-2, rzecz-4, wytwór-2, pomieszczenie-3, istota żywa-1〉
CZAS TIME 〈chwila-1, czas-3, czas-8, godzina-3〉
OBIEKTY OBJECTS 〈obiekt-2, element-3, zbiór-1〉
CECHA ATTRIBUTE 〈cecha-1, zespół cech-1, atrybut-3〉
CZYNNOŚĆ ACT 〈czynność-1, czyn-1〉
SYTUACJA SITUATION 〈CZYNNOŚĆ, zdarzenie-2, stan-1, okoliczność-1, okoliczności-1, ciąg zdarzeń-1,

działalność-1〉
KIEDY WHEN 〈CZAS, SYTUACJA〉
CZEMU WHY 〈CECHA, SYTUACJA, LUDZIE〉
ILOŚĆ AMOUNT 〈ilość-1, rozmiar-1, rozmiar-2, jednostka-4, wielkość-6〉

Figure 6: A screenshot with a semantic frame and schemata being its syntactic realisation

Figure 7: A screenshot with a semantic frame and schemata being its syntactic realisation form the noun
perspective



(a) (b)

Figure 8: A frame representing idiom kraść całusa(a) from the verb perspective (b) schema of the noun

Figure 9: A frame representing idiom płakać nad rozlanym mlekiem
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